Election on seat of alumni in JSMU senate
“Polling process”
1. Please read the instructions carefully.
2. Enter the polling station with original CNIC (photo ID) with you.
3. Present your original CNIC to polling officer, he/she will call your name loudly so that he
and the polling agents will cut your name from the voters list.
4. Only original CNIC will be acceptable as valid photo ID, (Photocopy/duplicate not
acceptable)
5. You will now move to the presiding officer who will fill the counter foil of the ballot paper
and after getting your thumb impression on it and his signature + stamp on the back of
the ballot paper.
6. You will now go behind the screen and will stamp on the candidate of your choice.
7. Make sure that you stamp on the right place and the ink mark is evident on the box in
front of name of candidate you are voting for.
8. Any mark of identification on ballot paper will make ballot paper invalid.
9. Now after folding the ballot paper fold it and drop the folded ballot paper in box in front
of presiding officer.
10. No second ballot paper will be issued to one voter.
11. Polling time will be from 9:00 AM to 4:00PM.
12. No convincing will be allowed inside the University Premises.
13. After 4 pm, the voters inside the college premises will only be allowed to cast their vote
and any voters outside the college premises will not be allowed.
14. Therefore make sure you are at polling station in between this time and comfortably cast
your vote.
15. Kindly cooperate with staff and faculty on duty.
16. Candidates from both groups are advised to provide the name of their polling agents by
Saturday 12:30 noon.
17. Any person misbehaving or not following the instructions is liable to be removed from the
college premises.
18. All those who are in unverified voters list are advised to bring mark sheet of final
year/degree/admit card of SMC etc so they may be allowed to cast their vote on 18th
March 2019.

